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THE SALE OF DRUGS IN CALCUTTA. 

A very painful case has recently occurred in Cal- 
cutta which has given rise to three separate criminal 

proceedings. Although one, and the most important 
of these, has not yet been concluded, enough has 

transpired in the Court of the Presidency Magistrate 
to indicate how necessary it is for the public safety 
that the sale of drugs in Calcutta should be brought 
under better control than at present. 

The circumstances which have led to these police 
inquiries are very simple. A qualified native medical 

practitioner of standing, respectability and well-earned 

reputation was called to see a child suffering for dysen- 
tery. He prescribed a 

" specific" which could only 

be obtained from the dispensary of which lie is pro- 
prietor. This specific was duly procured from the 

doctor's dispensary and administered to the child with 
the result that soon after he took it lie got pale, sick, 
blue and convulsed, and shortly died. A post-mortem 
examination was held, and bntcia, the alkaloid of 

nux vomica, was found in the stomach. The mixture 

was also found to contain the same alkaloid ; one 

mark or dose of it being in the additional chemical 

examiner's opinion sufficient to kill a child. The 

child was undoubtedly poisoned by nux vomica, and 
this is how the mistake appears to have arisen. The 

specific prescribed was composed mainly of the bark of 
koorchi (Wrightia antidysenterica.) There was none 

of the specific ready made in the dispensary when the 

prescription arrived, nor any of the koorchi bark in 

stock. The compounder got a new supply of koorchi 

from the shop of a bunniah or native drug vendor. The 
bark supplied by this individual was kootchla (Strych- 
nos nux vomica.) The compounder not knowing, 
according to his own admission, the difference between 
the two barks?koorchi and kootchla?made up the 

prescription with the latter: the result was as above 

stated. The bunniahs who sold the kootchla in place 
of koorchi, were very properly prosecuted for selling a 

poisonous drug in place of a harmless one. They 
were convicted of knowingly selling one drug in place 
of another, but being ignorant of the properties of 

the drugs sold, they were punished more lightly than 
if the substitution had been made with a knowledge 
of the poisonous nature of the drug substituted. It 

appears from the Magistrate's judgment that when 
these worthies had run out of koorchi, they began 
to sell kootchla in place of it, and when their stock of 

this bark had been expended they then substituted 

the bark chattim " which strikingly differ from both 

koorchi and kootchla." The Magistrate arrived at 

the conclusion that " the defendants not having 
koorchi in their possession, were prepared to sell any 
other kind of bark at their disposal for koorchi." 

The defendants are further pronounced to be " entirely 
ignorant of the properties of the barks, and utterly 
reckless of the consequences which might result 
from the substitution of one bark for another." The 

question of the responsibility for the issue from the 
" Oriental Apothecaries' Hall" of the kootchla which 

poisoned the child in place of the koorchi which was 
intended to cure it, has not yet been determined ; 

but the following admissions extracted from the evi- 

dence of the compounder who made up the medicine 

are very important in relation to the general ques- 
tion relating to the dispensing and sale of drugs in 
Calcutta. 

" I know a little English, not sufficient to give 
any evidence in it. I have no diploma. I have no 
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certificate of qualification. T know the koorchi bark ; 

but I have never seen the kootchla bark." 

It is obvious that for the public safety it is necessa- 

ry that an individual entrusted with the duty of dis- 

pensing medicines ought to be able to distinguish a 
poisonous from a harmless bark, and that the substi- 

tution of one for the other through ignorance should 
be rendered by public law or regulation next to im- 

possible. Accidents will happen in the best regulated 
establishments, and accidental poisoning through the 
mistake of the druggist is by no means uncommon 

even in England. There are in Calcutta 79 shops 
where English drugs are sold, 69 shops for the sale of 

native drugs and 85 where both English and native 

medicines are retailed?233 in all. 

If these bunniahs and this compounder are not 

exceptions in point of ignorance of the physical ap- 

pearances and properties of the drugs which are sold 

and dispensed in these establishments, there is no 

saving how much suffering and death may arise from 

such ignorance. 
" The defendants not having koorchi 

in their shop, and having run through in about four 
months their stock of kootchla which had been sold 

as koorchi ( ! ), began to sell quite a different kind 

of bark (chattim) as lcoorchi." If this was not an 

extremely serious matter, the statement just quoted 
from the Magistrate's judgment might be taken 

for a good joke. The Englishman affirms that " the 

Chemical Examiner to Government is said to have 

made an official report on the general question of the 
unlicensed sale of deleterious drugs and medicines 

in the bazars and native shops, and the general 
expectation seems to be that the vendors of poisonous 
drugs as well as the numberless native Apothecaries' 
shops that have sprung up like mushrooms all over 

the town, will now be brought under proper regu- 

lation." Legislation is certainly urgently needed? 
for at present there is practically no restriction on 

the sale of poisons, nor any evidence or guarantee of 

qualification required of those who take upon them- 
selves to vend and dispense drugs to the public. 

The Municipal Act of 1866 certainly requires 
drug-shops to be registered, and imposes a penalty on 

persons opening and keeping open such shops without 
being registered. But no conditions of registration 
are specified, and the clause is perfectly powerless 
to restrain ignorant unqualified persons from es- 

tablishing such shops. Conditions entitling to regis- 
tration should be laid down by means of bvelaws, 
and among such conditions the possession of some 
kind of certificate of qualification, obtained after 

careful examination by a competent and responsible 
agent, should be required of all compounders, who 
should be registered, and no person not in possession 
of such a certificate should be permitted to veud or 

compound drugs. 

The Municipal Act also contains provisions for in- 

specting drug shops and seizing and confiscating adul- 

terated drugs, but the term 
" adulterated" applies only 

to articles adulterated with intent. The Penal Code 

renders both adulteration of drugs and knowing sub- 
stitution of one drug for another punishable ; but 

neither Act provides for drugs which have become 

inert or noxious through deterioration or accident. 

This is a matter of great importance. Drugs in 

this country are very apt to undergo deterioration 

from climatic influences, and there is reason to fear 

that many of the 
" Europe medicines" sold in native 

drug-shops are either useless or poisonous through 
decay and change caused by age, damp and heat. 

The law ought to give the power of seizing and 

confiscating articles of this kind as well as adulterated 

drugs, and punishing those who knowingly use 

them for dispensing prescriptions or vend them. In 

short, two Acts are required?a Poisons Act and a 

Pharmacy Act, and we trust that the painful case to 
which we have referred will lead to the framing and 

enacting of statutes embodying the objects and 

remedying the defects to which we have now drawn 

attention. 


